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Perception in real-time: predicting the present,
reconstructing the past
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We feel that we perceive events in the environment as they unfold in real-time.

However, this intuitive view of perception is impossible to implement in the

nervous system due to biological constraints such as neural transmission delays.

I propose a new way of thinking about real-time perception: at any given

moment, instead of representing a single timepoint, perceptual mechanisms

represent an entire timeline. On this timeline, predictive mechanisms predict

ahead to compensate for delays in incoming sensory input, and reconstruction

mechanisms retroactively revise perception when those predictions do not

come true. This proposal integrates and extends previous work to address a

crucial gap in our understanding of a fundamental aspect of our everyday life:

the experience of perceiving the present.

Understanding perception in real-time

Perception is among the most fundamental functions of the nervous system. The function

of perception is to organise, identify, and interpret sensory information from the sense

organs, in order to represent and understand the environment [1]. For humans, like

many other animals, this sensory environment can be highly dynamic, changing rapidly

over time. Successfully interacting with objects and agents in the environment therefore

requires the perceptual system to accurately represent the sensory environment as it unfolds in

real-time.

Understanding how real-time perception is implemented in the human nervous system has

turned out to be a surprisingly thorny problem. Our introspective experience appears

straightforward: at any given instant, our perception of the environment seems to simply mirror

the state of the external environment at that instant (Figure 1). This intuition is so pervasive that

the majority of experimental research on perception has largely ignored the fact that both the

sensory environment, as well as the neural mechanisms that internally represent that environment,

are continually evolving. In a typical laboratory experiment, wemight present participants with brief,

isolated stimuli, and then record neural responses to each stimulus, or wait until the participant can

report some aspect of that stimulus. Such experimental designs are effective because even very

brief stimuli (as short as a few milliseconds) can evoke cortical responses that last for a second

or more [2], and presenting individual stimuli spaced well apart in this way prevents the responses

to different stimuli from running together. However, sensory input outside the laboratory is not so

neatly spaced apart. Instead, multiple streams of information from different modalities relentlessly

pour into the brain to inform it about the continually evolving sensory environment. Studying

perception using individual stimuli therefore both highlights and neatly avoids a fundamental gap

in our understanding of the mechanisms underlying perception: how do perceptual mechanisms

in the brain cope with the continuous stream of sensory input [3] to generate perception in

real-time? Here, I propose a new way to think about how neural mechanisms might enable

real-time perception.
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Three challenges to the intuitive view of real-time perception

Neural delays

There are three key areas where the intuitive view that our perception mirrors the outside

world at any given instant falls short. The first is that the transmission and processing of

information in the nervous system takes time. During this time, events in the environment

continue to unfold, such that sensory information becomes outdated while in transit. In the

case of visual motion, for example, a moving object continues moving while sensory informa-

tion about its position flows through the nervous system. These delays are substantial: it

takes several dozen milliseconds for information from the retina to reach visual cortex

[4,5], and at least ~120 ms before it is possible to use visual information to initiate voluntary

actions [6,7]. In ball sports such as tennis, cricket, or baseball, such delays would

correspond to mislocalising the ball several meters behind its true position (Figure 1B).

Even a relatively slowly moving object, such as a passing cyclist, would be perceived up

to half a meter behind its true position. Humans are nevertheless able to play ball sports

and navigate through traffic, and laboratory experiments confirm that humans are remarkably

accurate at interacting with dynamic environments, achieving approximately zero lag for

even fast-moving objects [8]. So how do perceptual mechanisms compensate for their

own delays?

Desynchronisation

The second key challenge to understanding real-time perception is that sensory information

becomes desynchronised at it is processed. This is because the time required to process sensory

input differs across sensory modalities (e.g., audition precedes vision [9]) and even across

features within a modality (e.g., within vision, colour precedes motion [10]). At the neural level,

there is enormous variability in the response latency of neurons even within the same visual

area [11]. As a result, information from a single sensory event becomes available to perception

not at any single moment, but over a range of moments. For the same reason, the most recent

information available to perception at any given moment will have originated from different

moments in the environment for different features, and therefore do not belong together to the

same percept (Figure 1C). This causes a temporal binding problem: as the brain processes the

continuous stream of desynchronised sensory input, how does it infer what happened when?

Causality

The final challenge to understanding how perception operates in real-time is the existence of a

number of robust perceptual phenomena, in which the second of two sequentially presented

stimuli affects the perception of the first. This is problematic because it appears to violate the

fundamental rule of physics that causes must precede their consequences; an event cannot

cause something to retroactively happen ‘back in time’. Nevertheless, there are several known

examples where this does appear to happen. In vision, backward masking is one such example,

where presenting a second stimulus shortly after an earlier stimulus can render the first stimulus

invisible. Conversely, cuing attention to the location of a subthreshold stimulus even after its

disappearance can cause the stimulus to be perceived [12]. In the Colour Phi phenomenon

(Figure 1D) [13], two differently coloured discs are presented in different positions shortly after

one another. This sequence is perceived as a single disc moving smoothly from the first to the

second position, changing colour midway. The paradox is that until the second disc is detected,

perceptual mechanisms do not have access to its new colour or position, and so should not be

able to create a percept of motion and changing colour during the gap. Logically, this would only

be possible after the presentation of the second disc. Given that we require the brain to obey

the physical law of causality, how do real-time perceptual mechanisms appear to allow sensory

information to ‘go back in time’ to affect the perception of earlier events?
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Glossary

Duration channels: a symbolic

representation of time in which specific

neurons respond to stimuli with specific

durations.

Physical time: time asmeasured on an

objective time-scale, which can be used

to indicate when physical events

(including neural processes) occur. This

is distinct from represented time.

Postdiction: a perceptual mechanism

in which the perception of a given event

is modified by sensory information which

is presented after that event. Postdiction

appears to violate causality, but does not

because it affects the perceptual repre-

sentation of the past, rather than the

past itself.

Prediction: a perceptual mechanism

by which perceptual information is

preactivated even though no sensory

information is yet available, using previ-

ous sensory information and prior

knowledge.

Represented time: time in our

subjective experience, corresponding to

the time at which we perceive an event

to happen, or how long we perceive an

event to take. Time in our experience is

distinct from the physical timing of the

neural mechanisms that create that

subjective experience.

Sensory horizon: the point on a

perceptual timeline beyond which no

sensory information is available, due to

neural transmission and processing

delays.

Short-term synaptic plasticity (STP):

the mechanism by which the relative

strength of a neural connection briefly

changes as a result of recent activity of

that connection.

Symbolic representation: encoding a

sensory feature (such as time) as a

different dimension of neural activity

(for example, as a spatial pattern). The

alternative is that the timing of a sensory

stimulus is encoded only as the timing of

the neural activity signalling that stimulus.



A new conceptualisation of real-time perception

The intuitive model of real-time perception fails to account for important biological constraints and

key experimental observations. I propose a new way of thinking about perception in real-time,

that addresses the three challenges outlined above.

The key innovation of this proposal is that rather than representing a single timepoint, perceptual

mechanisms represent a timeline covering an extent of time. This timeline contains an ongoing

best estimate of past, present, and future (Figure 2). It is not a temporal buffer, in which informa-

tion accumulates before individual timepoints are sequentially perceived; rather, it is an editable

sensory narrative, in which sensory interpretations become available to perception as soon as

they are detected. Moreover, information on this timeline never becomes definitive, thereby

allowing future interpretations to overwrite earlier ones as if those never happened.

This conceptualisation solves a key problem that any account of temporal perception must solve.

On the one hand, sensory information rapidly becomes available to guide behaviour (e.g., <150ms
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Figure 1. The intuitivemodel of real-time perception, and three challenges that it fails to address. (A) In the intuitive view of perception, we perceive events in the

environment as they unfold in the present: the contents of perception are aligned in time with the external world. (B) Due to transmission delays, sensory information about

the present moment (black) will only be available in cortex at some point in the future. As a result, perceptual representations that are currently available (red) contain

information that is slightly outdated. If this were not somehow compensated, perception would lag behind the present, causing moving objects to be mislocalised

behind their true position. (C) Because neural delays are variable across features and modalities, information about the present becomes available over a range of

future timepoints (black). As a result, the most recent sensory information available at any given instant (red) does not originate from the same timepoint. (D) Various

stimuli can retroactively change the perception of preceding events; a phenomenon called postdiction. In the intuitive model, this means sensory information needs to

travel back in time to influence representations that existed earlier, violating the physical law of causality. (E) Desynchronisation of sensory features should cause the

perception of different features (e.g., colour, motion, form, etc.) to become misaligned in time, in contrast to our everyday experience. (F) In Colour Phi, the presentation

of a red disc after an earlier green disc retroactively creates a percept of motion during the gap, as well as a colour change midway along the trajectory. The intuitive

model of real-time perception cannot explain how the disc appears to change colour before the second disc has been presented.
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[6,7] for saccades). On the other hand, some percepts (such as visual motion) require integration

over time, or can be altered by later events (such as Colour Phi). This integration window can

extend several hundred ms (e.g., [14,15]). Many other features are perceived only as part of their

immediate temporal context (e.g., musical notes in a melody, phonemes in speech, and objects

in apparent motion). In an attempt to address this, a recent model of postdictive perception pro-

posed a two-stage model with an unconscious integration window of ~300 ms [15], but this

requires that conscious perception lags the external environment by an equivalent duration.

Does perception really wait that long before committing to a percept?

In the current proposal, perception does not wait at all. Instead, sensory information becomes

available immediately, whilst remaining editable. Although counterintuitive, this provides the

best of both worlds: rapid perception is possible when input is available, whilst sensory features

that require temporal integration or lead to reinterpretation of earlier input can overwrite the initial

percept when they become available. Because there is no separate memory of the initial percept,

the timeline always reflects the most coherent and up-to-date interpretation of the occurrence of

events.

Representing time

If perception represents a timeline, how does it represent time? In considering how this might be

achieved in real-time, it is important to note that the timing of neural activity representing a sensory

event is conceptually distinct from the timing of that event, and that both are distinct from the

perceived timing of those events. In other words, when an event occurs in the environment, when

a sensory representation of that event is activated in the brain, and when the event is perceived to

happen are three different questions. Furthermore, whereas the first two can be established on

the same objective timeline (physical time; see Glossary), the third can only be answered on a

subjective timeline (the person’s subjective experience or represented time).
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Figure 2. A new conceptualisation of real-time perception. The key feature of this proposal is that perceptual

mechanisms instantaneously represent an entire timeline of events, rather than a single timepoint. Different sensory

features (e.g., texture, colour, motion, luminance, etc.) are illustrated here as separate rows on a metaphorical film reel.

Sensory input to this timeline is limited by neural delays, imposing a sensory horizon on incoming input that can vary

across different features (broken lines). Nevertheless, predictive mechanisms allow sensory information to be represented

on this timeline for timepoints beyond this horizon, for which no input is yet available.
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It is often implicitly assumed that the perceived timing of events is encoded simply as the timing of

the neural activity itself, such that when an event is perceived to happen is determined by when

sensory information about that event is processed. However, this encoding strategy of using

time to represent time [16–18] cannot explain experimental dissociations of these two timelines

[19–21], or how desynchronised sensory information nevertheless leads to an integrated,

coherent percept (Figure 1C) [16,22,23].

In the current proposal, the timing of sensory events is instead represented symbolically, as the

activity of specialised neural systems that encode the relative time of external events just like other

features of the event. In this way, when an event is perceived to happen (represented time), is

encoded explicitly as a perceptual feature, and is not deduced from (and therefore principally

independent of) the time at which sensory information about that event becomes available

(physical time). This works in a similar way to a date-stamp on a letter. Due to unknown variations

in postage times, the arrival time of a letter is not necessarily an accurate reflection of when it

was sent. However, even if two letters are received around the same time, their date-stamps

make it possible to ascertain which was sent first. In the same way, even though different sensory

features of the same event may be processed at different latencies, and therefore become

available to be incorporated into the perceptual timeline at a different physical time, they can

still be represented as belonging to the same moment on the internal timeline [24].

A sensory horizon

Neural delays impose an important constraint on the sensory information that is available to be

represented at any given moment. Sensory information about a new event is not available to

be incorporated into the timeline until a given amount of time has passed, creating a sensory

horizon. For this reason, the most recent sensory evidence available to perception always lags

slightly behind the present.

I propose that perception compensates for the limitations imposed by the sensory horizon by

allowing perceptual representations to be activated by other neural processes, including local

computations and feedback from other areas. In particular, prediction mechanisms can use

available information about past timepoints to estimate the contents of timepoints, for which

limited or no sensory information is yet available (Figure 3A and Box 1). In this way, prediction

allows a perceptual representation of a particular feature to be formed at a shorter latency than

would normally be possible given neural transmission delays.

Furthermore, perceptual representations never become final or definitive. Instead, the timeline is

an ongoing best estimate that can change as new evidence becomes available or new interpre-

tations emerge. This means that representations of any timepoint (future, past, or present) can

always be updated or revised. Where prediction mechanisms might activate the representation

of a future event, postdiction processes [14,25] can reconstruct the perceptual past, for

example to correct predictions that did not eventuate (Figure 3B and Box 2).

A final implication of the current proposal is that there is no hard natural boundary between

perception and memory. Rather, there is a continuum between the two: as perceptual repre-

sentations become older, they become degraded, compressed, or summarised, gradually

becoming experiences of a past event in a way that is typically called episodic memory. This

continuum between perception and memory is consistent with previous discussions of

consciousness more broadly [26] and postdiction specifically [14], where retroactive revisions

of past events are known to take place on timescales ranging from subsecond [14,27] to

months or years [28].
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Relationship to previous work

Concurrent representation of multiple timepoints

This proposal both integrates and extends previous discussions of perception over time. Firstly,

the idea that the nervous systemmight represent an entire timeline at any given instant builds on a

previous proposal that the brain might construct time through trajectory rather than state estima-

tion [17]. If each of the many ways in which the sensory environment can vary constitutes a

dimension in a hugely multidimensional space, then the state of the environment at any given

instant can be represented by a single point in that state space. As our sensory environment
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Figure 3. Complementary roles for prediction and postdiction in updating the perceptual timeline. (A) Due to neural delays, (1) available sensory input about the

position of a moving object lags behind the object’s physical position (black), but can be used to extrapolate the object’s expected trajectory. (2) This allows future sensory

input to be predicted (green open circles), such that perceptual representations of timepoints beyond the sensory horizon can be activated. (3) In this way, perception

represents a timeline (4), encompassing the ball’s entire trajectory, (i.e., past, present, and future). (B) When predictions do not match incoming sensory input, for

example because backspin on a tennis ball causes it to deviate from its anticipated trajectory, prediction error results. In this situation, postdiction mechanisms

overwrite representations of past or previously predicted events (red), and new predictions are formed (green). The trajectory that was initially perceived is overwritten,

and only the new trajectory is perceived and remembered. Importantly, these postdiction mechanisms satisfy causality because they do not affect past

representations, but rather overwrite current representations of past events.
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evolves, subsequent moments can be represented as additional points in that same state space.

The evolution of our sensory environment over time can then be described by connecting these

points into a trajectory: a curve in the system’s state space. I propose that the brain continuously

represents and updates that curve, such that the entire perceptual timeline is represented at any

given instant.

At the neural level, the implementation of such a process requires that sensory information from

different timepoints can be simultaneously represented in a way that still allows them to be

Box 1. Prediction compensates for neural delays

In the proposed conceptualisation of real-time perception, although sensory information about the environment is not available

for timepoints beyond the sensory horizon, these timepoints can nevertheless be activated by prediction. In the case of visual

motion, for example, it is possible to extrapolate the previous trajectory of a moving object to predict its real-time position in the

present (or even the future), despite neural delays [45,47,88]. Naturally, prediction is only effective at compensating delayswhen

sequences are predictable. If sequences are unpredictable or predictions are violated, then lag is inevitable.

Figure IA shows an example in which an observer views a bar that rotates smoothly over time. The bar unexpectedly

reverses direction between timepoints t0 and t1. Rows in Figure IB indicate the contents of the perceptual timeline at the

four (physical) timepoints t0, t1, t2, and t3. Broken squares indicate timepoints for which no sensory input is available at that

moment. Asterisks mark represented timepoints that correspond to physical time (i.e., the present).

At time t0, predictive mechanisms allow the position of the moving bar in the present to be predicted despite neural delays.

However, when the stimulus reverses direction, predictions at time t1 initially overshoot because the reversal is not yet

detected. When incoming sensory information at time t2 contradicts the predicted representation, the old prediction is

discarded (red broken lines), and lag results because no new prediction is yet available. Finally, by time t3 additional sen-

sory input allows a new prediction to be formed, and the representation ‘catches up’ again.
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separated. How can the perceptual system represent sensory information from multiple

timepoints without having that information blur together? Taking vision as an example modality,

one solution to this problem lies in the hierarchical nature of the visual system. Because the trans-

mission of information between layers takes time, at any given instant higher layers represent infor-

mation from older timepoints than lower layers [29]. Importantly, sensory information is also

transformed as it flows through the hierarchy, such that the same information is organised differ-

ently at each step along the way [30]. Across its different levels, the hierarchy as a whole therefore

automatically represents sensory information from multiple distinct timepoints simultaneously

(Figure 4A). A series of recent time-resolved electroencephalogram (EEG) experiments showed

this very elegantly by demonstrating that when multiple stimuli are presented in quick succession,

several stimuli can be separately decoded from the pattern of brain activity at a single instant

[3,31,32].

Symbolic representation of time

This proposal requires that perceptual mechanisms represent time symbolically, as a neural

‘time-stamp’. There are at least two ways in which time might be encoded for this purpose.

One line of evidence indicates that time perception is encoded by dedicated time-sensitive

neurons, such as populations of neurons tuned to specific durations (i.e., duration channels),

just as there are channels tuned to features such as orientation, velocity, and spatial frequency

[33–35]. In this interpretation, the timing of a sensory event is a featuremuch like its other features,

that directly encodes the appropriate position of the represented event on the perceptual timeline.

In support of this notion, a number of recent studies have revealed patterns of adaptation to

durations that closely mirror the effects of adapting to other features [33–36].

A complementary neural mechanism by which time could be represented is through short-term

synaptic plasticity (STP). STP causes recently-active synapses in a neural circuit to subtly

change their connectivity. As a result, the exact response of a given neuron to any particular stim-

ulus will depend on its recent history (Figure 4B). At the level of neural circuits, this means that the

population response to a stimulus intrinsically encodes the events that preceded the stimulus

[37–40]. Simulations in artificial neural circuits show that in this way, the response pattern evoked

by a given stimulus in even a small neural population can encode both the identity of previous

stimuli as well as how long ago those stimuli were presented [41]. In this way, time (and recent

Box 2. Postdiction reconstructs the perceptual past

A key feature of this proposal is that the perceptual timeline can be updated, revised, reinterpreted, and overwritten as new

information (sensory or otherwise) becomes available. This means that the subjective experience of past events can be

affected by later events. Importantly, in this account, these postdictive mechanisms do not violate the law of causality

because it is the represented past, not the physical past, that is revised.

Figure I illustrates how this allows the presentation of a second disc to affect the perception of events leading up that event

in the Colour Phi effect [13]. In this phenomenon, observers view two differently coloured discs presented in different

positions in quick succession (Figure IA). This creates the percept of a single disc jumping from one position to the other,

changing colour midway. As in Box 1, rows in Figure IB indicate the contents of the perceptual timeline at the three

(physical) timepoints t0, t1, and t2. Broken squares indicate timepoints for which sensory input is not yet available, and

asterisks mark the represented present.

At t0, the first available sensory evidence indicates that a disc has been detected. This is represented at the appropriate

moment. Future representations may also be activated, depending on prior expectations of the disc’s duration. At t1,

subsequent sensory evidence suggests the disc was an isolated flash. Any earlier prediction is discarded and empty space

is represented for the moments following the flash. When the second disc is detected at t2, the timeline as a whole is

postdictively reinterpreted as a moving disc. The timeline is revised, such that the disc is represented in intervening

locations at intermediate moments.
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sensory history) are inherently encoded in subtle variations in the spatial pattern of neural

responses to the most recent stimulus, without dedicated timing neurons.

Either of these mechanisms would allow perception to encode time-stamps alongside or as part

of incoming sensory information. How then might these time-stamps be used to realign sensory

input in (represented) time? For one, perception is likely to detect and adapt to temporal offsets in

correlated inputs across features, as the sensorimotor system does for voluntary action [42].

Feedback and recurrent connections across and within hierarchical layers allow information

from different timepoints to nevertheless be represented concurrently. Indeed, an intriguing

EEG study showed that visual luminance sequences continue to replay, or ‘echo’, in occipital

cortex for up to ~1 s [43], providing ample opportunity for coincidence detection and alignment
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with other features. A more recent high-speed fMRI study further revealed that prediction alone is

sufficient to preplay sensory sequences in primary visual cortex [44]. Together with mechanisms

such as STP, this allows information from different timepoints to be represented concurrently

without losing track of where it belongs on the perceptual timeline.

Predicting the present

The proposition that the perceptual system can mitigate the consequences of neural transmis-

sion delays through predictive mechanisms has a long history [45–47]. Prediction is essential to

accurately interact with a dynamic environment despite these delays, but in principle those delays

could be compensated in the motor system [46,48–50], rather than in perception. Nevertheless,

for the case of visual motion, convergent evidence from visual illusions (reviewed in [51]), compu-

tational modelling [29,52–55], and animal neurophysiology [56,57] suggests that the perceptual

system does use prediction to approximate the present [58].

Importantly, recent human neuroimaging work using different sensory and imaging modalities

directly supports the notion that predictive mechanisms preactivate neural representations of

expected stimuli. For example, the orientation of anticipated gratings can be decoded from the
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Figure 4. Convergent evidence for the current proposal. (A) A temporal generalisation matrix of EEG data [30] reveals

neural representations activated when observers viewed a rapid sequence of oriented visual images. Because individual

images evoke waves of neural activity that flow through the visual hierarchy for up to 750 ms, multiple stimuli can be

decoded at any given testing time. Reproduced with permission from [3]. (B) Short-term plasticity (STP) causes subtle

changes in neural connectivity, such that the response of a neural population to a given stimulus depends on its recent

history. Left and right panels show the multidimensional network response to one or two identical brief input pulses,

respectively (reduced to three principal component dimensions for illustration). In the right panel, when two identical input

pulses are presented, the second pulse (broken arrow) evokes a subtly different neural response to the first pulse (solid

arrow), because the network has not yet returned to baseline. In this way, STP causes neural responses to implicitly

encode recent sensory history. Reproduced with permission from [40]. (C) Apparent motion reveals both prediction and

postdiction. The represented position of an object in apparent motion during the gap between presentations can be

inferred from interference on perceptual tasks in intervening positions. When two black discs continue on their clockwise

trajectory (left panels), maximal interference is observed ahead of the most recent position, irrespective whether

interference is probed with a fast detection task (top) or a slow discrimination task (bottom). When the apparent motion

sequence reverses (right panels), at short latencies the object is still represented along its original trajectory (top), but at

longer latencies, its represented position is revised such that it now causes interference along the new trajectory (bottom).

Reproduced with permission from [77]. Abbreviations: EEG, electroencephalogram; PC, principal component.
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activation of early visual cortex using both fMRI [59] and magnetoencephalography (MEG) [60].

Likewise, the future position of an apparent motion stimulus can be decoded using both fMRI

[44] and EEG [32]. Similar effects have been observed in the auditory system, with MEG revealing

preactivation of tonotopic neural representations corresponding to expected but absent tones

[61]. Ultra-high field laminar fMRI indicates that such predictions may be driven by feedback to

deep cortical layers [62,63]. Importantly, when combined with subsequent afferent sensory

information, predictive preactivation both accelerates [64,65] and facilitates [66,67] perception,

consistent with theoretical accounts of how predictions [55,68] and memory more generally

[69], might integrate with sensory input.

Reconstructing the past

The proposal that the perceptual representation of an event can be modified by the subsequent

occurrence of a later event also builds on previous theoretical and experimental work. There are

numerous experimental examples of this postdiction phenomenon, including the Flash-Lag

[25,70] and Flash-Grab effects [71,72] as well as backward masking and apparent motion [14].

Retro-perception [12] is a further example of later events changing the conscious experience of

earlier events [73,74]. Although at first sight paradoxical, postdiction does not entail information

going back in time in a way that would violate causality; it merely involves updating a representa-

tion of a previous event [14,18,46,75]. Conceptually, prediction and postdiction go hand-in-hand,

for the simple reason that predictions do not always eventuate, and failed predictions therefore

need to be corrected if the brain is to represent an accurate chronology of events [46].

Importantly, inherent in this reconstruction role of postdiction is that although the original repre-

sentation is ultimately overwritten, before that happens there is a moment at which the original

(predicted) representation is active, however briefly. Although the original representation does

not survive to be consciously reported, if it would be possible to probe the perceptual system

at precisely the right moment, it should be possible to demonstrate the brief preactivation of

that representation. A recent EEG study showed that when an object in apparent motion unex-

pectedly reverses, this is precisely what is observed [32,76]. When the object changes direction,

information about the trajectory change arrives too late to prevent predictive mechanisms from

activating perceptual representations along the original trajectory. When sensory information

about the new trajectory eventually arrives, the failed prediction is then postdictively overwritten,

undoing the preactivation along the original trajectory.

This pattern of neural evidence closely parallels a previous behavioural study [77] that probed the

represented position of objects along an apparent motion path using an interference paradigm

[78]. Observers carried out a perceptual task on the positions between the possible positions

of two discs in apparent motion (Figure 3C). When the discs moved along their original trajectory,

maximal interference was observed just ahead of the most recent apparent motion station, as

expected. Crucially, when the discs unexpectedly reversed direction, the pattern of interference

depended on the perceptual task. With a fast detection task (~ 350 ms), interference was still

observed along the original trajectory. However, with a slower discrimination task (~ 620 ms),

interference ahead of the last position was lifted, and interference was now observed along the

new trajectory (Figure 4C). Together, this pattern of results is consistent with preactivated

representations being overwritten by postdictive reconstruction mechanisms when predictions

do not eventuate.

Existing models of temporal perception

There is an extensive literature in both philosophy and cognitive neuroscience debating the tem-

poral structure of (conscious) perception [79]. In the first place, there exists a distinction between
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three classes of models of the perceived present [80]. In cinematic models, perception takes

place at sequential instants, and each percept contains information about a single instant. In

retentional models, perception also takes place at sequential instants, but each instant includes

information from an extent of time (thereby allowing integration over time). Finally, in extensional

models, both perception and its contents are extended in time. My conceptualisation of real-

time perception as representing a curve (rather than a point) in a perceptual state space aligns

with the class of extensional models [81,82].

An important concept in this context is the specious present: the time period within which per-

cepts are experienced as being ‘in the present’ [83]. The present proposal extends this concept

by challenging the notion that perception is made up of sequential experiences of the present,

with previous experiences relegated to memory. Instead, I propose that perception is continuous

with memory, such that the (recent) past is, and the predicted future are, experienced alongside the

present. This does not cause a ‘too-many-percepts’ problem [15], because past, present, and

future do not overlap as ‘now’, rather, we perceive a point (or small range, see Outstanding

questions) on this timeline as the present, and also experience the recent past and near future

as having just happened and being about to happen, respectively. This also solves the paradox

of how perceptual features that are defined over time, such as visual motion or auditory melodies,

can be perceived at a single instant [84]. With perception conceived as representing a timeline

rather than a single timepoint, it is the object’s trajectory in state space that is perceived, rather

than a sequence of instantaneous positions [17], thereby solving the paradox.

Another influential debate has centred on the question of whether perception is discrete or

continuous [85]. The notion that our apparently continuous stream of perception is made up of

a sequence of discrete perceptual frames has been related to neural oscillations [86], but percep-

tual moments might equally occur ‘on demand’ [15,87]. Importantly, the current proposal does

not require discretization or multistage processing [15,84] to solve the apparent contradiction

between the speed of perception and the long integration window of phenomena such as

postdiction. This is because under this proposal, postdiction does not impose an upper bound

on the latency of conscious perception.

A final question is whether overwritten sensory representations are (briefly) consciously perceived

before they are overwritten. When observers are unable to report the original (unrevised) percept

in a postdiction paradigm, it is a mistake to conclude that the original input was never perceived.

That conclusion assumes that if observers would perceive the original input, they would also have

access to a memory trace of that percept by the time they need to report it. However, in most

postdiction paradigms, overt responses to a stimulus are executed (at least) several hundreds

of milliseconds after the initial event. This means observers’ reports of the event are based on a

recent representation of that event. This representation is susceptible to postdictive revision

[27], and no separate memory trace exists to indicate whether an earlier (now overwritten)

representation of that same event was ever perceived. As noted above, the brief existence of

the original sensory representation can be demonstrated both behaviourally [77] and neurally

[32], but whether it can be said to be briefly consciously perceived (and thus subsequently

forgotten) remains an interesting open question (see Outstanding questions).

Concluding remarks

Despite our everyday introspective experience, the intuitive notion that real-time perception

simply reflects the external environment from moment to moment is inconsistent with biological

constraints and experimental observations. Here, I address the key challenges caused by neural

delays, temporal desynchronisation, and retroactive effects on perception by proposing a new
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Outstanding questions

Is there a neural sense in which

sensory features processed in distinct

brain areas ‘all come together’, or is

conscious perception nothing more

than the output of each of the

individual areas? Sensory processing

is known to be distributed across

numerous distinct brain areas, whereas

our perceptual experience is generally

integrated and coherent. The current

proposal presents a mechanism by

which different features can be

temporally aligned, but how (and if)

they combine to produce conscious

awareness remains an open question.

What are the precise quantitative

computations underlying prediction

and postdiction mechanisms, and

their integration with sensory input? It

seems plausible that some kind of

generalised Kalman filter would be

involved in generating and updating

predictions, as has been successfully

modelled for visual motion. However,

whether comparable computations

operate on other features and

modalities remains to be investigated.

How is ‘now’, the experienced present

moment, marked and updated on

the perceptual timeline? One point

(or small range) is presumably

experienced as ‘now’, but is the

position of that point constant relative

to the flow of physical time? If the

position of this marked present on the

timeline is somehow variable, this

might lead to distortions of perceived

time, such as those that occur around

the time of saccades and blinks. It will

be interesting to see whether such

phenomena can be understood in this

framework.

How does the experience of past

events change as time passes? How

different features of an experience

gradually evolve from perceiving now

to perceiving the past, to what feels

like remembering the past, is an open

question. One might wonder if such

(presumably gradual) transitions map

onto different types of memory, such

as iconic, working, and long-term

memory, which are also associated

with different latencies and capacities.



way to conceptualise real-time perception. The key innovation is that at any given moment,

perceptual mechanisms represent an entire timeline, rather than a single timepoint. The proposal

is consistent with known properties of the nervous system: neural delays impose a sensory

horizon on incoming sensory input to this timeline, but perceptual representations beyond this

horizon can nevertheless be preactivated by predictive mechanisms. Perceptual representations

of past events can be postdictively updated and revised as new information warrants, without

violating principles of causality. Together, predictive and postdictive mechanisms generate a

conscious perceptual experience of the present, despite the intrinsic delays in the nervous

system.
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